Abstract. In this paper we show that both the homotopy category of strict n-categories, 1 n ∞, and the homotopy category of Steiner's augmented directed complexes are equivalent to the category of homotopy types. In order to do so, we first prove a general result, based on a strategy of Fritsch and Latch, giving sufficient conditions for a nerve functor with values in simplicial sets to induce an equivalence at the level of homotopy categories. We then apply this result to strict n-categories and augmented directed complexes, where the assumption of our theorem were first established by Ara and Maltsiniotis and of which we give an independent proof.
Introduction
The homotopy theory of small categories was born with the introduction by Grothendieck of the nerve functor in [6] , allowing the definition of weak equivalences in Cat, the category of small categories: a functor is a weak equivalence precisely when its nerve is a simplicial weak equivalence.
The first striking result of this theory appears in Illusie's thesis [8] (who credits it to Quillen) and states that the induced nerve functor induces an equivalence at the level of the homotopy categories. A careful study of the subtle homotopy theory of small categories by Thomason [12] lead him to show another important result: the existence of a model structure on Cat which is Quillen equivalent to the Kan-Quillen model structure on simplicial sets. This implies that small categories and simplicial sets are not only equivalent as homotopy categories, but actually as (∞, 1)-categories.
Similarly Chiche [4] , using ideas of del Hoyo [7] , has showed that strict 2-categories model homotopy types. Moreover, Ara and Maltsiniotis [3] provided an abstract framework in which a Quillen equivalence between strict n-categories and simplicial sets can be established, using the Street nerve, as long as some conditions are satisfied; they also showed that these conditions hold for small 2-categories. In a subsequent paper [2] they proved in full generality one of these conditions, namely condition (e), making an important use of augmented directed complexes introduced by Steiner [10] , which act as a linearisation of ∞-categories.
In the same article, they also conjectured that for every 1 n ∞, the Street nerve induces an equivalence of homotopy categories between strict n-categories and simplicial sets and that the same holds for augmented directed complexes with their own nerve functor. The aim of this paper is to prove these conjectures.
We consider a general framework with a nerve U : C → ∆ induced as a right adjoint of a left Kan extension F of a cosimplicial object of C along the Yoneda embedding of ∆, where C is a cocomplete category. Using the properties of simplicial subdivision and adapting a strategy developed in an article by Fritsch and Latch [5] , a short proof that U induces an equivalence at the level of homotopy categories can be given, as long as it satisfies an appropriate version of condition (e). This condition says that the unit η : 1 ∆ → U F is a weak equivalence on the nerves of posets, that is for every poset E, the morphism of simplicial sets N 1 (E) → U F (N 1 (E)) is a weak equivalence, where N 1 : Cat → ∆ denotes the usual nerve. As a first example, we give a short proof of the well-known result stating that (ordered) simplicial complexes model homotopy types. More interestingly, Ara and Maltsiniotis [2] have established condition (e) for both the nerve N n : n-Cat → ∆ of strict n-categories, 1 n ∞, and the nerve N : C da → ∆ of augmented directed complexes. We can thus apply our theorem to these cases and get a proof of the above conjectures. Nevertheless, we give an independent proof of the condition for the cases of need which is more simplicial in spirit, while Ara and Maltsiniotis' one is purely ∞-categorical. In doing so, we establish some results about truncations of orientals which we use to extend a result of Steiner [10] : we show that a certain subcategory of the augmented directed complexes is equivalent to a subcategory of small ∞-categories containing the orientals and their truncations. This is particularly useful to define and deal with most of the ∞-functors between ∞-categories that we will need.
Let us fix some notations and terminology. If A is a small category, the category of presheaves on A will be denoted by A. If F and G are two functors between two categories C to D and W is a class of arrows of D called weak equivalences, we will say that a natural transformation α : F → G is a weak equivalence when it is a component-wise weak equivalence, i.e. for any object c of C the arrow α c is an element of W . For any adjunction, we will denote by η the unit and ε the counit.
1.1.
The category of simplices ∆ is the category whose objects are the non-empty finite ordinals ∆ n = {0, 1, . . . , n}, for n 0, and whose arrows are the orderpreserving maps; the category of semi-simplices ∆ ′ is the category with the same objects as ∆ but only strictly increasing maps. We have a canonical inclusion functor i : ∆ ′ → ∆. We will denote by i * : ∆ → ∆ ′ the functor given by precomposition by i and by i ! : ∆ ′ → ∆ its left adjoint.
We denote by Cat the category of small categories and by N 1 : Cat → ∆ and c 1 : ∆ → Cat the usual nerve functor and its left adjoint.
Proof. By Corollary 3.11 and Remark 3.15 of [5] , the simplicial set Sd 2 i ! i * (X) is isomorphic to the nerve of a small category, say N 1 (A). It is in fact isomorphic to the nerve of the category c 1 Sd 2 i ! i * (X), as we have
But, for any simplicial set Y , the category c 1 Sd 2 (Y ) is a poset (see Lemma 5.6 of [12] ).
2. An abstract Illusie-Quillen theorem 2.1. We fix C a cocomplete category and j : ∆ → C a cosimplicial object of C. We denote by U the induced nerve functor, right adjoint to the left Kan extension F : ∆ → C of j along the Yoneda embedding of ∆. We call weak equivalences of C the morphisms sent by U to weak equivalences of ∆. In particular, U induces a functor at the level of the homotopy categories.
2.2.
We shall say that j satisfies condition (e) if the unit η : 1 ∆ → U F is a weak equivalence on the nerves of posets, i.e. if the morphism N 1 (E) → U F (N 1 (E)) of simplicial sets is a weak equivalence for any poset E. Remark 2.3. We named this property after the condition (e) appearing in the abstract Thomason Theorem (Theorem 4.11 of [3] ) of Ara and Maltsiniotis. Proof. Let Q : ∆ → ∆ be a functor such that for every simplicial set X, the simplicial set Q(X) is isomorphic to the nerve of a poset and γ : Q → 1 ∆ a natural transformation which is a weak equivalence. For instance, we can choose the functor Sd 2 i ! i * as Q by virtue of Proposition 1.6 and as γ the natural transformation
We will show that F Q respects the weak equivalences and gives an inverse in homotopy of the functor induced by U . We have a zig-zag of natural transformations
Condition (e) and the fact that Q takes values in nerves of posets show that η * Q is a weak equivalence; by definition, γ is so too. This establishes that F Q preserves weak equivalences and that it is a left inverse for U in homotopy.
Moreover, we have a natural transformation
We have to show that
is a weak equivalence. Considering the commutative diagram
, we note that η * QU is a weak equivalence for the same reason as above, that is by condition (e), and that γ * U is a weak equivalence by definition. By virtue of the 2-out-of-3 for the weak equivalences of C, this proves the theorem.
As a first application of the above theorem, we give a short proof of the classical result stating that simplicial complexes model homotopy types. The next sections will be devoted to formulate and apply the previous theorem to strict n-categories and directed augmented complexes.
2.5.
A simplicial complex is a pair (E, Φ), where E is a poset and Φ is a set of non-empty linearly ordered finite subsets of E such that, for any x in E, {x} is in Φ and if S is in Φ, then for any non-empty S ′ ⊂ S we have that S ′ is in Φ too. A morphism of simplicial complexes f : (E, Φ) → (F, Ψ) is a non-decreasing application f : E → F such that, for any S in Φ, f (S) is in Ψ.
Any poset E can be see canonically as the simplicial complex (E, ξE), where ξE is the set of non-empty finite subsets of E. There is then a canonical embedding functor of the category of posets into the category of simplicial complexes. In particular, we get a canonical cosimplicial object κ : ∆ → SC.
2.6.
The category SC of simplicial complexes is cocomplete. Indeed, if F : I → SC is a functor indexed by a small category I and we denote by (E i , Φ i ) the simplicial complex F (i), for i an object of I, then the colimit of F is the simplicial complex (E, Φ), where E is the colimit lim − →I E i computed in the category of posets and a subset S of E is in Φ if and only if there exists an object i of I and S i in Φ i such that the image of S i by the canonical morphism E i → E is precisely S.
In particular, the cosimplicial object κ : ∆ → SC, mapping a simplex ∆ n to the simplicial complex (∆ n , ξ∆ n ), induces by Kan extension an adjoint pair κ ! : ∆ → SC and κ * : SC → ∆.
We define the weak equivalences of SC to be the morphisms of simplicial complexes whose image by κ * is a simplicial weak equivalence.
Remark 2.7. For any poset E, notice that the simplicial set k * (E, ξE) is isomorphic to N 1 (E) the nerve of E (cf. paragraph 8.4 of [2] ). By the triangular identities of the adjoint pair (k ! , k * ) and the 2-out-of-3, in order to establish condition (e) for the cosimplicial object κ : ∆ → SC it is enough to show that the counit morphism κ ! κ * → 1 SC is a weak equivalence when evaluated to posets, i.e. simplicial complexes of the form (E, ξE). Proof. We show that the counit morphism κ ! κ * → 1 SC is an isomorphism when evaluated to posets. By Theorem 2.4 and the previous remark, this proves the theorem.
Let E be a poset. The simplicial complex (
is the category of elements of the simplicial set k * (E, ξE); hence it is the colimit of the canonical functor ∆/N 1 (E) → SC. The poset E ′ is computed as the colimit of the functor ∆/N 1 (E) → SC → Pos, where the functor SC → Pos is the left adjoint to the embedding Pos → SC and sends a simplicial complex (F, Ψ) to the poset F . Now, if we consider the ajoint pair c 1 : ∆ → Pos and N 1 : Pos → ∆, the colimit E ′ of the canonical functor ∆/N 1 (E) → Pos is given by c 1 N 1 (E) and, since the nerve N 1 is fully faithful, we have the isomorphisms
We are left to check that Φ ′ is ξE. For let S be a non-empty finite linear order subset S of E. There exists a unique object (∆ p , ϕ) of ∆/N 1 (E) such that ϕ : ∆ p → E is injective and its image is precisely S. The explicit description given in paragraph 2.6 of the colimits of simplicial complexes shows that Φ ′ contains S and therefore we get Φ ′ = ξE, which concludes the proof of the theorem.
Recollections on Steiner's theory

3.1.
The notion of augmented directed complex was introduced by Steiner in [10] and consists of a triple (K, K * , e) where
is a (homological) chain complex of abelian groups in non-negative degrees, e : K 0 → Z is an augmentation, that is it satisfies ed 1 = 0, and K * = (K * i ) i 0 is a collection of abelian monoids such that for any i 0 the component K * i is a submonoid of the abelian group K i . Remark that we do not ask any compatibility of the submonoids with respect to the differentials or the augmentation.
For any i 0 we shall call i-chains the elements of K i and the elements of K * i shall be called positive i-chains. In fact, we can define a preorder on K i by setting
x y if and only if y − x ∈ K * i , for which we have
of augmented directed chain complexes is a morphism of chain complexes f : K → K ′ which respects the positivity and the augmentation, i.e. we have that
i for any i 0 and e ′ f 0 = e. We denote by C da the category of augmented directed complexes. We shall often identify an object with its underlying chain complex.
3.2.
A basis of an augmented directed complex K is a graded set B = (B i ) i 0 such that, for any i 0, the set B i is both a basis for the Z-module K i and a set of generators for the submonoid K * i of K i . If a complex has a basis, for any i 0 the preorder relation of positivity on K i defined in the previous paragraph is a partial order relation and the elements B i of the basis are the minimal elements of K * i \ {0}; in particular, if a basis exists then it is unique. When an augmented directed complex has a basis, we shall say that the complex is with basis.
Let K be an augmented directed complex with basis B. For any i 0, an i-chain x can be written uniquely as a linear combination of elements of B i with integral coefficients. The support of x, denoted by supp(x), is the (finite) set of elements of the basis appearing in this linear combination with non-zero coefficient. We can write the i-chain uniquely as the difference of two positive i-chains with disjoint supports x = x + − x − . We define a matrix
where the elements x ε k are inductively defined by: We say that the base B is loop-free if, for any i 0, the preorder relation i is a partial order relation. We call Steiner complex an augmented directed complex K with unital and loop-free basis B.
We remind the definition of the pair of adjoint functors λ : ∞-Cat → C da and ν : C da → ∞-Cat introduced by Steiner in [10] . is the submonoid generated by the elements . . .
We refer to [1, §2] for a full description of the ∞-categorical structures, where the same notations are used.
We remark that if an augmented directed complex K has unital basis, then for any element x of the basis of K, the matrix x introduced in paragraph 3.2 defines a cell of ν(K), that we call the atom associated to x.
Theorem 3.6 (Steiner). The functors
form an adjoint pair and for any Steiner complex K the counit
is an isomorphism. In particular, the functor ν : C da → ∞-Cat is fully faithful when restricted to the full subcategory of C da spanned by Steiner complexes.
Proof. See Theorem 2.11 and Theorem 5.6 of [10] .
3.7.
Let K be an augmented directed complex with basis B. We shall denote by N the smallest preorder relation on B satisfying
where we fixed by convention d(b) = 0 if b belongs to B 0 . We shall say that a basis B is strongly loop-free if the preorder relation N is actually a partial order relation and we shall call strong Steiner complex an augmented directed complex K with unital and strongly loop-free basis B. 
3.9.
Let K be an augmented directed complex. We shall call dimension of K the smallest integer n 0 such that K i = 0 for all i > n. If such an n does not exist, we will say that K is of infinite dimension. For n 0, we shall denote by n-C da the full subcategory of C da spanned by augmented directed complexes of dimension at most n and we shall call its objects augmented directed n-complexes.
The embedding functor n-C da ֒→ C da has a left adjoint that we shall denote by
We name n-truncation this functor. Explicitly, if K is an augmented directed complex, we have
where
, and where the differentials and the augmentations are inherited from those of K in the obvious way.
4. Truncated orientals for strict n-categories 4.1. For any n such that 1 n ∞, we denote by n-Cat the category of small strict n-categories. We shall consider an n-category C as an ∞-category such that the set of j-cells C j only contains trivial cells for any j > n. We recall that for any positive integer n, the full inclusion n-Cat → ∞-Cat has a left adjoint, that we shall denote by τ n : ∞-Cat → n-Cat . We name n-truncation this functor. Explicitly, if C is an ∞-category, we have
where ∼ is the smallest equivalent relation on C n verifying x ∼ y if there exists a (n + 1)-cell of C from x to y and where the compositions and identities are inherited by cells of C in the obvious way.
4.2.
Let us fix an integer n 0. If C is an n-category, then the augmented directed complex λ(C) has at most dimension n. Similarly, if K is a augmented directed complex of dimension n, it is immediate to see that ν(K) is an n-category. The functors λ and ν induce functors λ : n-C da → n-Cat and ν : n-Cat → n-C da and these form an adjoint pair. By definition, the squares
where the horizontal arrows denote the inclusion functors, are commutative.
4.3.
For any integer n 0, consider the square
For any small ∞-category C, the abelian groups (τ n λ(C)) i and (λτ n (C)) i are equal for i = n, so let i = n. The generating elements of (τ n λ(C)) n are of the form [x] , for x a n-cell of C, while the generating elements of (λτ n (C)) n are of the form [ȳ], forȳ a n-cell of τ n (C). The map sending the element [x] to [x] is well-defined and extends to an isomorphism τ n λ(C) n → λτ n (C) n of abelian groups , which is moreover compatible with the differential. Thus the square above is commutative up to this canonical natural isomorphism. Consider now the square is well-defined and it is a bijection from the n-cells of τ n ν(K) to the n-cells of ντ n (K), which is compatible with source, target, identity and compositions maps.
4.4.
Let K be a Steiner complex and consider the commutative square
.
By virtue of Theorem 3.6 the upper horizontal morphism ε K is an isomorphism and therefore the same holds for the lower horizontal morphism τ n (ε K ). Moreover, the previous paragraph gives us an isomorphism ϕ : τ n λν(K) → λντ n (K) and we can consider the following triangle of directed augmented complexes
We leave the verification of the commutativity of the above triangle as an exercise to the reader and we remark that it can be formally deduced by an adjunction calculus. As an immediate consequence, we get that the counit morphism ε τ n (K) : λντ n (K) → τ n (K) of a truncated Steiner complex is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.5. The functor ν : C da → ∞-Cat is fully faithful when restricted to the full subcategory spanned by strong Steiner complexes and their truncations.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous paragraph joint with Theorem 3.6
Strict n-categories and augmented directed complexes model homotopy types
For any n, 1 n ∞, we introduce here the cosimplicial objects for augmented directed n-complexes and strict n-categories and we show that the former satisfies condition (e) if and only if the latter does.
Following Example 3.8 of [10] and [2, §5]
, we can define a functor c : ∆ → C da as follows. For any simplicial set X and any integer p 0, the abelian group (cX) p of p-chains of the augmented directed complex cX is the free abelian group with basis the set of non-degenerated p-simplices of X, the submonoid (cX) * p of positivity of (cX) p is generated by the elements of the basis; for any p-simplex x in X, p > 0, we set
for the differential, where d i is the i-th face map, with the convention that
is degenerate, and for any 0-simplex y of X we set e(y) = 1. One easily checks that this indeed defines an augmented directed complex with basis.
The functor c : ∆ → C da commutes with colimits (see Proposition 5.8 of [2] ) and so it has a right adjoint
that we shall call the Steiner nerve. We shall still call c : ∆ → C da the cosimplicial object of C da associated to this adjoint pair.
For any positive integer n, we get a functor τ n c : ∆ → n-C da and therefore obtain a pair of adjoint functors c n : ∆ → n-C da and N n : n-C da → ∆.
The functor N n is the restriction of the Steiner nerve to the full subcategory n-C da . We shall also denote by N ∞ the functor N : C da → ∞-Cat.
5.2.
For any n, 1 n ∞, we call weak equivalences of n-C da the morphisms of augmented directed n-complexes whose image by N n is a weak equivalence of ∆. The functor N n is the restriction of the Street nerve to the full subcategory n-Cat and c n is the composition of the realisation functor c ∞ followed by the truncation functor τ n . When n = 1, we get the usual nerve functor, that from now on we shall simply denote by N .
Consider the cosimplicial object
O : ∆ → ∞-Cat defined by O(∆ p ) = O p = νc(∆ p ), p 0,
5.4.
For any n, 1 n ∞, we define the weak equivalences of n-Cat as the morphisms whose image by N n is a weak equivalence of ∆. These are also called Thomason weak equivalences in [3] .
5.5.
Let E be a poset. For any n, 1 n ∞, we denote by O n E the n-category τ n νcN (E) and we call it the n-truncated oriental associated to E or the n-truncated oriental of E. We refer to νcN (E) as the oriental associated to E or the oriental of E and we denote it by O E .
We remark that, thanks to Proposition 7.5 of [2] , the following two triangles of functors
are commutative (up to a canonical isomorphism). From the adjunction morphism 1 ∞-Cat → νλ we get a functor
which is proven to be an isomorphism in Theorem 9.5 of [2] (notice that by paragraph 8.4 of loc. cit. κ * (E, ξE) is indeed equal to N (E), as already observed in Remark 2.7). With a straightforward calculation one gets that the triangle
is commutative and the horizontal morphism is an isomorphism. Moreover, for any n 0, the following square of functors
is commutative up to a canonical isomorphism when restricted to augmented directed complexes with basis (see Proposition 4.3). Thus we have an isomorphism τ n νc(E) ∼ = ντ n c(E), which gives us another canonical isomorphism
The naturality of τ n and the commutativity of the above triangle provide us with the following commutative triangle
, where the horizontal morphism is an isomorphism.
Thus, it is equivalent to show condition (e) for strict n-categories and for augmented directed n-complexes. This result is directly inspired and already essentially contained in the proof of Corollary 10.13 and in Remark 10.14 of [2] . Theorem 5.6. For any n such that 1 n ∞, the functor N n : n-Cat → ∆ induces an equivalence at the level of the homotopy categories. In particular, strict n-categories model homotopy types.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, it is enough to show that the cosimplicial objects O n of n-Cat satisfy condition (e) for any n, 1 n ∞. This is precisely Corollary 10.11 of [2] , but we shall give an independent proof in the next section (see Theorem 6.9). Theorem 5.7. For any n such that 1 n ∞, the functor N n : n-C da → ∆ induces an equivalence at the level of the homotopy categories. In particular, augmented directed n-complexes model homotopy types.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, it is enough to show that the cosimplicial objects c n of n-Cat satisfies condition (e) for any n, 1 n ∞. This follows by Paragraph 5.5 and Corollary 10.11 of [2], but we shall give an independent proof in the next section (see Theorem 6.9).
Remark 5.8. For any n and k, 0 k n ∞, consider the full subcategory (n, k)-Cat of n-Cat spanned by the strict n-categories whose i-cells are all (strictly) invertible for i > k. The embedding functor (n, k)-Cat → n-Cat has a left adjoint, that we will denote by L k , so that we can consider a cosimplicial object
For k 1, this functor also satisfies condition (e) and we will sketch a proof of this result at the end of the next section (see Remark 6.10).
6. The simplicial homotopy 6.1. The aim of this section is to establish condition (e) for the cosimplicial object c n : ∆ → n-C da of augmented directed n-complexes and for the cosimplicial object O n : ∆ → n-Cat of strict n-categories, for 1 n ∞. More explicitly, we shall show that the canonical morphisms N (E) → N n c n N (E) and N (E) → N n c n N (E) are simplicial weak equivalences, for any 1 n ∞. As the computations of paragraph 5.5 show, the former is a simplicial weak equivalence if and only if the latter is so.
We fix for this section a poset E.
6.2.
The augmented directed complex cN (E) can be described as follows (cf. paragraph 5.1). For p 0, the non-degenerated p-simplices of N (E) are strictly increasing maps ∆ p → E. Thus, for p 0 the elements of (cN (E)) p (resp. (cN (E)) * p ) can be identified with the abelian group (resp. abelian monoid) freely generated by the family of (p + 1)-tuples of the form
The differential is defined by
. . , i p ), and the augmentation by e(i 0 ) = 1. Theorem 8.6 of [2] shows that cN (E) is a strong Steiner complex.
For the remaining of the section, we fix an n such that 1 n ∞ and we denote the identity functor of ∞-Cat by τ ∞ in order to give a unified treatment. 
If m > n, then we set H ℓ (j 0 , . . . , j m ) = 0. In order for the above sum to be welldefined, we have to check that y ℓ,i y ℓ+1,k for all i in I and k in K. The following lemma immediately implies the inequalities 
of 1-chains of cN (E), where x 0,i = f (i) and x ni,i = f (i + 1) (cf. paragraph 10.3 of [2] ). Similarly,
Setting
where F is the linearly ordered subset of E with elements the 
6.5.
With the same notations as in paragraph 6.3, notice that we have the following relation If m > n, we have that H(ϕ, x)(j 0 , . . . , j m ) must be zero. If m n we set
and we notice that
so that by Lemma 6.4 H(ϕ, x)(j 0 , . . . , j m ) is a well-defined function from the basis of c∆ p to τ n cN (E) (cf. also paragraph 6.3). We also remark that the only cases in which we have to deal with elements of (τ n cN (E)) n without a prescribed choice for the equivalent class are precisely when m = n and k ϕ = −1 or k ϕ = n, for which we get respectively
and
We have to check that H(ϕ, x)
is indeed a morphism of augmented directed complexes. The compatibility with the augmentation and the positivity submonoids is clear. Let us verify the compatibility with the differential. Let (j 0 , . . . , j m ) be an element of the basis of c∆ p . If m > n or m = n and k ϕ = −1 or k ϕ = n the verification is trivial. In the other cases we have
where the last equality follows from paragraph 6.5.
6.8. We have to check that H is a simplicial homotopy from f to g, that is to say a morphism of simplicial sets
by definition, where ϕ is the unique morphism ∆ p → ∆ 0 , and similarly for the restriction to {1} × N ∞ (O n E ). We have to verify that for any morphisms ψ :
holds. We shall show this equality using augmented directed complexes. Let (j 0 , . . . , j m ) be an element of the basis of c∆ p ′ and let us set k ′ = k ϕψ . If m > n the equality above holds trivially as well as the cases m = n and k
In the other cases we have
where the last equality holds since we have the relation f (xO ψ ) = f (x)O ψ by naturality of f and the functoriality of λ
Theorem 6.9. For any n such that 1 n ∞, the cosimplicial objects c n : ∆ → n-C da and c n : ∆ → n-Cat both satisfy condition (e).
Proof. In order to show that the morphism η
) is a simplicial weak equivalence for any n such that 1 n ∞, and thus also the morphism N (E) → N n c n N (E) is so by paragraph 5.5, we consider the canonical ∞-functor ε and obtain a simplicial homotopy H from f to g, as defined in paragraph 6.6. Finally, the morphism N ∞ (ε n E ) is a deformation retract and hence it is a simplicial weak homotopy equivalence.
Remark 6.10. One can show that strict (n, k)-categories model homotopy types, for all 1 k n ∞. Indeed, the cosimplicial object L k O n : ∆ → (n, k)-Cat introduced in Remark 5.8 satisfies condition (e). We sketch the argument of the proof, which is inspired by the strategy used in [2] to establish condition (e) for strict n-categories.
We want to show that the ∞-functor ε E : L k O n E → E is a weak equivalence for any poset E. One checks that the functor L k from n-Cat to (n, k)-Cat is the identity on objects and 1-cells. In particular, the functor ε E is a bijection on objects (see 6.2) and we can therefore apply Theorem 7.10 of [2] , which states that in order to prove that ε E is a weak equivalence, it suffices to verify that for any element x and y of E, the ∞-functor
is a weak equivalence. As the functor L k is the identity on the 1-cells, both the source and the target of this ∞-functor are empty if x y. Suppose that x y. Since E is a poset, we have that Hom E (x, y) is the terminal ∞-category. We are left to show that Hom L k O n E (x, y) is weakly contractible. We define F to be the subposet of E whose elements are the z in E such that x z y. We have Hom OF (x, y) = Hom OE (x, y). One can check that the functor L k τ n commutes with finite products for any 0 k n ∞. This implies that for any k and n such that 1 k n ∞, any ∞-category A and any pair of objects a and b of A, we have a canonical isomorphism
In particular, the following relation holds A detailed proof of this result will appear in the Ph.D. thesis of the author.
